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ABSTRACT

The increasing demand for the electrification of vehicles has led automotive
manufacturers to produce more models of fully electric and hybrid electric cars. Many of these
vehicles use a battery as the sole energy storage system (ESS), which reduces the amount of fuel
consumed. Batteries also recover kinetic energy, through regenerative breaking, that dissipates in
typical internal combustion (IC) vehicles. A current issue with battery electric vehicles (BEVs)
and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) is the significant cost and limited lifetime of the battery. In
automotive applications, a battery is subject to high current magnitudes either in sharp
regenerative breaking or acceleration demands. These large currents are detrimental to the
battery and speed up the degradation process, which lowers the capacity, power, and overall
efficiency of the battery. A viable solution to this problem is using an ultracapacitor incorporated
with the battery so that the vehicle has two ESSs. Because of the high specific power of an
ultracapacitor relative to that of a battery, the ultracapacitor can act as a current buffer to the
battery to help limit its peak current demands. A standalone Simulink model of a dual ESS HEV
from Autonomie is adapted to represent a typical HEV to confirm the reduction in battery
current. Using five selected drive cycles, simulations run on two different models confirm under
which driving conditions each configuration excels. In conclusion, the optimal sizing of the
ultracapacitor is calculated to determine the minimum size of ultracapacitor so that it can still
adequately reduce battery current peaks.
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Chapter 1
Background and Motivation
Currently there are over 1.1 billion cars in the world, most of which use combustion
engines for propulsion. The current trend of vehicle production projects that the number of cars
will almost double to 2 billion by 2040 (1). This raises a concern because combustion vehicles
use hydrocarbon fuel, namely gasoline. Not only is this fuel a non-renewable resource, but it also
releases CO2 and other harmful emissions into the atmosphere. CO2 is greenhouse gas commonly
referred to as one of the causes of climate change, and a large increase in the number of CO2
producing vehicles could have unforeseen consequences for the environment. Fortunately, efforts
for clean transportation have been growing with advancements in hybrid-electric vehicles
(HEV), plug-in hybrid-electric vehicles (PHEV), and fully electric vehicles (EV). Automotive
manufacturers including Tesla, General Motors and Nissan have released EVs such as the Model
S, Chevy Bolt, and the Nissan Leaf respectively that run exclusively on the energy provided by a
lithium-ion battery pack. These emerging EVs are good news for clean energy and transportation
initiatives, but there are significant drawbacks to battery-powered vehicles that hold them back
from replacing the traditional combustion engine. One major issue with battery-powered vehicles
is their higher cost when compared to typical combustion vehicles. The battery pack strongly
influences the cost, and to achieve a considerable all-electric range (AER), large battery packs
are required, thus bringing along increased costs. HEVs and PHEVs can help bridge the gap
between EVs and combustion vehicles by employing energy storage in the form of batteries as
well as fuel. Hybrids receive propulsion from both a traditional internal combustion engine (ICE)
as well as a motor. The battery packs in these vehicles however do not last forever, and a
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replacement is required after a certain number of cycles; this further brings down the demand for
these vehicles because owners know they must cover the replacement costs of a battery, which
can be thousands of dollars. If the performance and longevity of battery packs can improve
within a reasonable price range, it would surely increase the demand for EVs and HEVs. One
possible method for extending battery operational lifetime is to reduce the magnitude of current
that the battery produces. If the current draw on the battery is too large, the chemical reaction
that releases the energy may be incomplete, or other, unwanted, side reactions will possibly take
place (2). Both of these events speed up battery degradation and result in a lower cycle life and
reduced battery operational lifetime. Employing an ultracapacitor along with the battery system
may resolve this dilemma, and this paper analyzes its effectiveness in reducing peak battery
currents.
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Chapter 2
Difference between Batteries and Ultracapacitors
It is a common misconception that batteries and ultracapacitors are very similar forms of
energy storage devices. While these two devices store charge, contain electrodes, and have an
electrolyte, there are many differences between them. As mentioned before, a battery relies on a
chemical reaction to produce energy. The reaction utilized is a reduction-oxidation reaction,
which produces a potential difference or voltage between the two electrodes (anode and
cathode). During discharge, the anode oxidizes and produces electrons to do work. Due to the
potential difference between the electrodes, these electrons travel to the cathode, which then
undergoes reduction. The ions in the electrolyte allow for the dissolution of the anode and the
plating of the cathode (3). This reaction reverses while the battery is charging.
Like other types of capacitors, ultracapacitors store energy in the buildup of
charge between the anode and cathode. The main difference is that in an ultracapacitor, the
charge originates from the ions within the electrolyte. When applying a potential difference
across the electrodes, the ions in the electrolyte move to the electrode with the opposite charge,
creating a large space charge polarization (4). Due to the much slower space charge polarization
as compared to local dipole rotation, ultracapacitors are much slower devices than traditional
capacitors. However, since the charge transfer does not rely on the speed of a chemical reaction,
ultracapacitors are much faster than batteries in terms of delivering and receiving charge (5).
A hybrid energy storage system can utilize the benefits of multiple energy storage
methods while decreasing their limitations. This creates a more advanced form of energy storage
by combining devices with slow response time but high-energy storage capabilities (batteries)
with fast response time and low-energy storage devices (capacitors). For this to be implemented
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in the most efficient manor, sophisticated power electronics integrated with the drive train of the
vehicle must be optimized, otherwise significant energy losses can occur from energy conversion
and transfer (6). This is a topic more suitable for another paper however.

Ragone Plot
Aside from their differences in principle operation and structure, batteries and
ultracapacitors vary in the amount of energy they can store on a single charge. The specific
energy (energy per unit mass) of a battery is vastly superior to that of an ultracapacitor. As seen
from the Ragone Plot below in figure 1, the specific energy of a battery can easily be one to two
orders of magnitude greater than that of an ultracapacitor. This makes them ideal in terms of the
ability to store energy. On the other hand, ultracapacitors dominate in terms of specific power
(energy per unit time per unit mass), which can also be one to two orders of magnitude greater
than that of a battery. For applications where large currents and power are required in short time
intervals, ultracapacitor are optimal.
A Ragone plot shows the relationship between energy and power normalized to weight. It
is worth noting that the axis on the chart below show power and energy normalized by volume,
however specific properties typically refer to parameters normalized by weight, which is the
convention used here. The chart shows the optimal discharge times for the energy storage
systems. For longer discharge times (greater than 100 seconds) batteries are the better choice, but
for short discharge times (between 1 and 10 seconds) ultracapacitors are ideal (5). To put this
into perspective of a typical drive cycle for a vehicle, a battery is a perfect choice for maintaining
cruising speed for long periods because it can provide a steady amount of energy for a long
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duration. However, when the driver demands a short burst of power, during accelerations for
example, an ultracapacitor is better.

Figure 1. Ragone Plot showing specific energy vs specific power for multiple energy
storage systems along with optimal time response ranges (5).
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Chapter 3
Modeling and Simulation
To test how these two energy storage systems would work together, a very expensive
option would be to implement an ultracapacitor into an existing EV or HEV and run through
various drive cycles. A real world test like this would yield the most accurate results, however
this is not an ideal approach to begin with. It is expensive and difficult to change the vehicle
design, and conducting the necessary amount of drive cycles for sufficient data would consume
an enormous amount of time. In the automotive industry, simulation programs test and validate
new designs to avoid the need for real world prototypes and tests (6). A computer model of the
vehicle of interest allows for rapid prototyping, meaning iterative changes to the model can
quickly test new designs, layouts, and parameters. Simulations are also many times faster than
conducting a real drive cycle. In a matter of seconds or minutes, a model can run through hours
of “simulation time” collecting an enormous amount of data on any variables of interest. The
modeling and simulation software used to validate the effectiveness of the ultracapacitor in
reducing peak battery currents for this study is a MATLAB based program called Simulink,
which works in conjunction with Stateflow.

Simulink
Simulink contains a vast library of different mathematically based blocks that model
different components of a dynamical system when placed together within subsystems, such as an
HEV for this case. An example of a few of the most commons types of blocks are as follows.
The gain block receives an incoming signal and multiplies it by a number or parameter specified
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by the user to produce a new output. Integration blocks take an incoming signal and output the
integral with respect to time. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division blocks receive
various input signals and output the result of mathematical operation specified by the block (7).
MATLAB can define and input various parameters and constants to Simulink, making it very
easy to change existing parameters, or even upload an entirely new set of parameters. Simulink
can also send data recorded from the simulation to MATLAB through the “toWorkspace” block,
which MATLAB can then analyze graphically. The following is an example of a simple
Simulink model that integrates and differentiates an input signal.

Figure 2. Simple Simulink Example

The system above inputs a sine wave of amplitude 1 and sends the signal separately
through an integrator and derivative block. Below are figures of the initial input and the integral
and derivative outputs recorded from the three scopes shown in the model.
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Figure 3. Input Scope: sin(t)

Figure 4. Integral Output Scope: -cos(t)
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Figure 5. Derivative Output Scope: cos(t)
The input of sin(t), represented in figure 3, is integrated with respect to time and output to
a scope shown in figure 4, which is the graph of –cos(t). Likewise, the derivative is output to
another scope shown in figure 5, which is the graph of cos(t). These types of operations appear
extensively in vehicle models. For instance, the data for electrical current can be used to
determine how much total energy is being used which can help estimate the energy storage
systems (ESS) state of charge (SOC), which is the amount of available energy left (8). Since
electrical current is in units of charge per unit time, integrating the signal with respect to time
will result in total charge depleted. Similarly, derivative blocks determine the time rate of change
of variables, which can then calculate other needed quantities. This was a simple example to give
a basic understanding of how Simulink can create a highly accurate vehicle model.
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Stateflow
In a dynamic system as complex as an automotive vehicle, the states of various
components are constantly changing. To monitor the status of each subsystem, a supervisory
controller (SC) is used to send and receive messages on a CAN bus throughout the vehicle. A
CAN bus stands for a Controller Area Network, which physically links the components together,
so the different components can communicate with each other (9). The SC receives data such as
current vehicle speed, current gear of the transmission, and torque requests from the driver.
Using these signals, the SC can make decisions such as when a gear change is required, and
sends that signal to a microcontroller of the transmission at the appropriate time to execute that
action (10). An HEV uses a Hybrid Supervisory Controller (HSC) instead, and it has slightly
more complex roles than a typical SC, such as determining the torque split between the motor
and engine based on different driving conditions.
Stateflow is a program that creates different possible component “states” that govern how
that specific component works under different inputs. Logic based conditions determine how and
when the different states switch on and off (11). In a sense, the network of Stateflow charts
within a Simulink model act as the SC of HSC for the vehicle. To give an overview of how
Stateflow operates in a vehicle model, an explanation of the torque split algorithm for the vehicle
used in this study is below.
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Torque Split Algorithm
This algorithm takes inputs from the vehicle such as vehicle speed, driver accelerator and
brake commands, SOC of the battery, and demanded wheel torque to decide how much of the
overall torque comes individually from the engine and the motor. Constants such as the
maximum values of torque both the engine and motor can supply as well as the maximum value
of power the battery is capable of are also available to the algorithm so that it does not
mistakenly ask for a magnitude of torque or current that the hardware of the vehicle cannot
deliver. Below is a figure of the highest level of the algorithm.

Figure 6. Highest Level of Torque Split Algorithm
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The small arrow pointing in the block labeled “Stop” shows that “Stop” is the entry or
default state for this algorithm. This makes logical sense because the moment a car starts it is
stopped and not moving. Figure 7 takes a more in depth look inside the “Stop” state.

Figure 7. Inside “Stop” Chart of Torque Split Algorithm
Within the “Stop” chart, the entry state is “Engine_Off”, which is characterized by zero
torque requested from the engine and motor. The transition arrows between the Engine_Off and
Engine_On states are logical if statements, and if the conditions are meant, then the state will
change. For example, here Engine_Off will transition to Engine_On if the engine on demand
(eng_on_dmd) is equal to one AND the wheel torque demand (whl_trq_dmd) is greater than
-50. The states will transition back again if the engine on demand is equal to zero OR the wheel
torque demand is greater than zero. It seems confusing at first that the transition will move
toward the Engine_Off state when the wheel torque demand is greater than zero, but when you
look at the level higher, shown in figure 6, it is clear that “Stop” transitions to “gb_not_neutral”
(gear box not in neutral) if the wheel torque demand is greater than 0. The prior transition
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mentioned will likely not occur unless the engine on demand equals zero which means turn the
engine off.
Once transitioned into gb_not_neutral, the default entry state is EV (electric vehicle) seen
in figure 8. Since this is a parallel hybrid, it can run in EV only mode, meaning the engine is not
running, and the motor provides the only source of torque (12). This is a logical choice for an
entry state because the goal is to conserve as much fuel as possible by using the engine only
when necessary.

Figure 8. EV Only Mode for Torque Split Algorithm
Looking at figure 6 again, the vehicle will transition from EV mode to HEV mode when the
engine on demand is equal to one and when the engine speed is greater than the minimum engine
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speed (eng_spd > eng_spd_min). As seen below, HEV is much more complex than EV because
it is concerned with two different sources of torque, whereas EV mode always has zero engine
torque. The default entry in HEV mode is “Normal_Driving”, which is meant to meet most
standard driver conditions. Normal_Driving will transition in “Performance” mode when the
variable perfo_mode is equal to one. The value for perfo_mode is determined outside of the
algorithm but is based on the accelerator pedal position; for example if the driver slams on the
accelerator, perfo_mode will become a value of 1, which will meet the transition condition, and
Normal_Driving will switch into Performance mode. An overall depiction of the HEV state is
below in figure 9, followed by close-up images in figure 10 and 11 of the two individual
governing states within EV for more detail.

Figure 9. HEV Mode for Torque Split Algorithm
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Figure 10. HEV Mode (Normal Driving)

Figure 11. HEV Mode (Performance Driving)
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The initial entry state in HEV mode is the second chart in figure 10 above labeled
“Mc_Norm”. This sets the motor torque demand to the optimum value required to meet the total
torque demanded by the driver after calculating the engine torque needed first. Outside of this
algorithm, the engine torque is determined first based on the maximum amount of power that the
battery pack can deliver at a specific SOC. Then this value of engine torque subtracts from the
total amount of torque demanded from the driver to find the remaining torque needed for
propulsion, which is then set to motor torque. This overall state is a charge-sustaining algorithm
in which the top and bottom states, labeled “mot_sat_max_trq_regen” and
“mot_sat_max_trq_pos” are a charging mode and a charge-depleting mode respectively. In
mot_sat_max_trq_regen, the engine drives the motor as a generator at its maximum regenerative
torque and provides the necessary torque for propulsion. In charge depleting mode however, the
motor torque is set to its maximum allowed value, and the engine torque fills in the rest in order
to meet the driver torque demand. As mentioned above, the transition between Normal_Driving
and Performance occurs when perfo_mode is equal to one. Once in the Performance state, the
initial entry is to Normal_SOC; this mode is operating when the SOC of the battery pack is
above a certain threshold value, ess_plant_init_soc_min. For this case, the parameter has a value
of 0.4 or 40 percent SOC. Once the SOC of the battery becomes less than this minimum value of
0.4, the state changes to Very_Low_SOC. In Normal_SOC, the engine torque is set to either its
maximum allowed value or the maximum value it can produce without causing the tires to slip
(denoted by: trq_max_slip); whichever value of torque is the smallest is what the algorithm
chooses. After engine torque is assigned, motor torque is determined in a similar manner. The
algorithm sets the motor torque to the either the maximum motor torque or the maximum torque
before slippage subtracted by the torque assigned to the engine. Note that if the engine torque
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already set to the maximum slippage torque, then the motor torque will be zero. Normal_SOC is
almost identical to Very_Low_SOC, with the exception that motor torque is always zero. This is
because with a low SOC it may be harmful to the battery to ask for a large power demand.
This concludes the discussion of the torque split algorithm used in the model of interest
for this particular problem and should provide an understanding of how Stateflow is used in a
modeling and simulation environment

Autonomie
Creating an accurate vehicle model requires a lot of knowledge and experience with

modeling software. As seen in the torque split example above, creating effective algorithms
requires a high level of understanding on how that specific component works. Additionally, the
sheer number of subsystems and different control algorithms needed for an accurate model are
too much for a single person to make. Fortunately, there is a platform created by Argonne
National Laboratory called Autonomie, which provides an environment for simulating high
fidelity vehicle models. Autonomie contains a vast library of different vehicle types that can be
selected and then run on a specific drive cycle or various drive cycles one after the other. The
vehicle model compiles and runs in the Simulink environment, and then Autonomie collects all
necessary data (13). For the purposes of this project, obtaining a valid Autonomie license was
difficult, and direct access to the program was unmanageable. However, when an Autonomie
Simulation runs, a Simulink model saves into the run files. It is then possible to extract this file
and save it outside of the program. Using this method, a Simulink model of a dual energy storage
hybrid vehicle was obtained, which contains both a battery and an ultracapacitor in parallel
configuration. The file name of the model from Autonomie is
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parallel_pretrans_hev_autotrans_twoess_midsize. Parallel refers to the power split design
between the two energy storage systems and means that current can flow to and from both
devices to the powertrain of the vehicle simultaneously. It also describes how the engine and the
motor can provide torque to the road. Similar to the energy storage system configuration, either
the motor or the engine can provide torque separately, or both can deliver torque simultaneously
(12). In the file name, twoess conveys that this model contains two energy storage systems
(battery and ultracapacitor). Autotrans and midsize mean that it is a midsized vehicle with an
automatic transmission.
This vehicle design is ideal for testing the effectiveness of the ultracapacitor in reducing
peak battery currents. To quantify how much the ultracapacitor vehicle reduces peak battery
currents, the existing model must be adapted so that it reflects a traditional HEV without an
ultracapacitor. This means figuring out how to modify the vehicle code so that the ultracapacitor
has no function. Then a comparison of both models is possible after they undergo identical
simulations. Before this is possible however, the Simulink model stripped from Autonomie must
be converted into a standalone Simulink model because the current model restricts the ability to
make alterations and run simulations outside of the Autonomie environment. A brief description
of this process is below.
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Chapter 4
Making a Standalone Simulink Model from Autonomie
An isolated Autonomie model can be useful, if one is interested in becoming familiar
with vehicle models, but running simulations, changing initialization parameters, and altering the
vehicle code is not possible. Timothy Cleary, the director for the Battery Application
Technology Testing Energy Research Laboratory at The Pennsylvania State University,
developed a process using a MATLAB script to generate a standalone Simulink vehicle model
from the Autonomie runtime files (14). The script titled “make_model_standalone.p”, supplied
by the makers of Autonomie, allows others to alter and run their models outside of Autonomie.
The process requires that the file “make_model_standalone.p” is copied into the working file
directory in the same path that the Autonomie Simulink model is located. In the command
window, the command “make_model_standalone(‘model_name’);” must be entered. For this
case, the command is
“make_model_standalone(‘parallel_pretrans_hev_autotrans_twoess_midsize’);”. After
execution, a new Simulink model named “sl_ parallel_pretrans_hev_autotrans_twoess_midsize”
now appears in the MATLAB path. This is now a standalone model, which can save under a
different file name and simulate by itself in Simulink.
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Workspace Variables
A final optional step for creating the standalone model is to clean up the “data.mat” file
that came from the Autonomie simulation (14). This file originally contains all initialization
variables as well as the runtime data from the first Autonomie Simulation. The runtime data is
unimportant now because new data will automatically generate when the new model runs in
Simulink. Deleting the old runtime data will yield a workspace resembling the following.

Figure 12. Workspace Initialization Parameters for Vehicle Model
It is evident from figure 12 that the majority of the workspace saves in the form of
structures. Opening one of the structures will eventually lead to the initialization variables for a
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subsystem or algorithm within the model. For example, ess and ess2 are the structures for the
battery and the ultracapacitor respectively. Some of the many initialization variables for these
two subsystems include minimum SOC, initial SOC, nominal cell voltage, total number of cells
in series/parallel, and pack weight. The model receives the value for these variables during a
simulation, and a successful simulation requires the presence of every parameter. The only
variables in the workspace that are not structures have a prefix of “sch_”. Of these, the most
important is “sch_cycle” which is the intended drive cycle speed that the vehicle tries to match in
the simulation. The drive cycle is an array with a time column incremented by seconds and the
corresponding speed for each specific time. Changing “sch_cycle” allows the model to run at
different speeds that will simulate different driving environments such as highway or city
driving. Conducting a range of different drive cycles will determine what type of environment
the ultracapacitor is best suited for in order to reduce peak battery currents. Now that a
standalone model is available, a brief discussion of its major components is in the following
chapter.
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Chapter 5
Discussion of the Standalone Vehicle Model

Figure 13. Simulink Vehicle Model (Highest Level)
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Figure 13 shows the Simulink model used for this study at its highest level possible. Each
of the subsystems shown above, env_plant_earth, drv (driver model), VPC (vehicle powertrain
controller), and VPA (vehicle powertrain architecture), contain multiple other subsystems and
will be discussed briefly to give a basic understanding of how the vehicle model functions (15).
The simplest of these high level subsystems is env_plant_earth, which sets some basic
environmental constants for the model to abide by. These constants include ambient temperature,
ambient pressure, air humidity ratio, air density, gravitational constant, and the road grade of the
drive cycle. All of these parameters are MATLAB workspace variables, which makes them very
easy to change if desired.

Figure 14. Detailed Look at env_plant_earth
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The workspace subsystem seen in figure 14 simply takes all of the inputs and sends them back to
the MATLAB workspace as runtime variables to look at after the completion of a simulation.
The driver model is a closed loop controller, which models the response of a human
driver to vehicle speed differences. The basis of the algorithm involves using a, “look ahead”
time to determine the speed, torque, brake pedal position, and accelerator pedal position
demanded by the driver. This look ahead time is a constant number of seconds specified by a
MATLAB workspace variable. The algorithm looks ahead at the drive cycle, and uses the speed
at a future time to predict what the driver would demand at the current time (16).

Figure 15. Driver Model
Each individual subsystem within the driver model continues to go more in depth, but the details
will be omitted here due to their lack of importance to the overall scope of this project.
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Recalling from the Stateflow section above, an HEV uses a hybrid supervisory controller
to send commands to the various microcontrollers on board the vehicle. The HSC also receives
data about vehicle components sent by the microcontrollers; the HSC then processes the data to
determine the correct actions and commands to make. The vehicle powertrain controller models
the HSC for this vehicle and represents a high level of control for the vehicle; for example, the
VPC is where the torque split algorithm is located (17). Brake commands, gearshift commands,
and component limits are also set within the VPC subsystem.
The numerous microcontrollers that send and receive messages to and from the VPC are
located in the vehicle powertrain architecture subsystem. The VPA represents all of the
powertrain systems and is a lower level of control than the VPC (17). This is where most of the
runtime data gets calculated and sent to the MATLAB workspace; for instance, fuel consumption
is calculated in the engine subsystem, battery and ultracapacitor SOC is calculated within the
ESS subsystem, and motor current is calculated in the motor subsystem. Most of the data from
the VPA goes to MATLAB from “toWorkspace” blocks and is sent onto one of the vehicle CAN
buses. The CAN signal then loops back to the driver model and VPC so these subsystems know
the current operation of the vehicle components. This loop process repeats for every time step
during the vehicle simulation and allows for smooth operation of the model.
This high level overview of the vehicle model should give a basic understanding of how
it runs during a simulation. The following sections will present the format for the simulations and
analyze the results to discover to what extent the ultracapacitor reduces peak battery currents.
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Chapter 6
Simulations
This model will run through a series of five different drive schedules, each pertaining to a
slightly different driving environment.
Table 1. Drive Cycle Information
Cycle Name

Mean
Speed
(mph)
19.55

Max Speed
(mph)

Duration
(seconds)

56.59

1372

Light highway/urban

27.38

70.69

233

Highway merging into city

US06 Highway

47.88

80.29

602

Highway

New York City

7.08

27.70

600

City (New York City)

Sine Cycle

8.09

22.36

622

Stop and go city

Urban Dynamometer
Drive Schedule (UDDS)
US06 City

Environment

All of the above drive schedules are actual cycles used by industry to test both real and
model vehicles with the exception of Sine Cycle (18). Sine Cycle was created in MATLAB with
the manipulation of a sine wave to simulate simple accelerations with quick stops that may
resemble stop and go traffic due to traffic lights. Below are graphical representations of speed
versus time for the drive schedules.
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Figure 16. UDDS Drive Schedule in meters per second

Figure 17. US06 City Drive Schedule in meters per second
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Figure 18. US06 Highway Drive Schedule in meters per second

Figure 19. NYCC Drive Schedule in meters per second
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Figure 20. Sine Cycle Drive Schedule in meters per second
After the completion of each drive schedule, plots pertaining to the data of interest will
display the results from the simulations. The most important data for this study are the accuracy
of the vehicle model speed to that of the intended drive schedule, current from the battery,
current from the ultracapacitor, SOC of the battery, SOC of the ultracapacitor, and fuel
consumption.

Alterations to Energy Storage Systems
In order to quantify how much the ultracapacitor reduces peak battery currents, there
must be a pure battery hybrid vehicle to compare it. Achieving this requires the manipulation of
the original model with dual energy storage to reflect a vehicle that has only the battery as its
ESS. Changing various initialization parameters for the ultracapacitor will eliminate the function
of this component and, without altering the entire structure of the model, will make the vehicle
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simulate as if it is a typical battery HEV. Under the battery and ultracapacitor structures (ess and
ess2 respectively) in the MATLAB workspace, the following initialization parameters reflect the
different desired models.
Table 2. Parameter Variations for Differing Models
Model
Number of battery
cells per module
Number of battery
modules
Number of total
battery cells
Mass of battery
module (kg)
Number of battery
cells in series
Number of battery
modules in parallel
Total battery mass
(kg)
Number of
ultracap cells per
module
Number of
ultracap cells in
parallel
Number of
ultracap cells in
series
Number of
ultracap modules
in parallel
Total number of
ultracap cells
Total ultracap
mass (kg)

Original Battery and
Ultracapacitor Hybrid
24

Pure Battery Hybrid
with Increased Battery
25

Pure Battery Hybrid
with Original Battery
24

10

10

10

240

250

240

33.408

34.8

33.408

240

250

240

1

1

1

417.6

435

417.6

25

0

0

1

0

0

25

0

0

1

0

0

25

0

0

22.1875

0

0
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The increase for several of the battery parameters in the “Pure Battery Hybrid with
Increased Battery” column of table 2 is to account for the decrease of mass that would result
from the loss of ultracapacitor for this configuration. To see the effect of this increase in battery
capacity, a similar configuration is made with the original battery specifications as seen in the
“Pure Battery Hybrid with Original Battery” column of table 2. Due to the ultracapacitor
parameters being set to zero, many of the signals involving these models had to by physically
terminated. This is to avoid the possibility of division by zero, which would cause a runtime
error and crash the simulation.

Difference between Models with Increased Battery and Original Battery
The slight increase in battery capacity may seem like a negligible difference, but it does
have an effect on the results of the simulations. Because there is an additional battery cell for the
model with increased battery capacity, the overall voltage of the battery pack is larger. Since
voltage multiplied by current is equivalent to power, the increased battery model can supply the
same amount of power as the original battery model with a slightly less amount of current. This
is a rather minimal difference, but it is worth mentioning. Another notable difference between
the two models is the amount of fuel consumed. The fuel rate and cumulative fuel consumed are
calculated in the engine model subsystem using a simple lookup table that depends on the torque
and speed of the engine. The presence of the ultracapacitor is independent from how these values
are calculated; however, the battery model does affect fuel consumption. A higher battery pack
voltage causes a slightly lower fuel consumption since the engine is not required to do as much
work. Simulations run on the Sine Cycle depict the above findings
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.
Figure 21. Peak Battery Current for Increased Battery Model

Figure 22. Peak Battery Current for Original Battery Model
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Figure 23. Total Fuel Consumption for Increased Battery Model

Figure 24. Total Fuel Consumption for Original Battery Model
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Figure 25. Total Fuel Consumption for Ultracapacitor and Battery Model
Since the increased battery model actually reduces the peak battery current by a bit
without the help of an ultracapacitor, this is not an ideal model to use to compare the battery and
ultracapacitor hybrid model. The fuel consumption also remains the same for the original battery
model and the battery and ultracapacitor hybrid model. More attributes are constant between
these two models, so comparing them will give a better idea of exactly how much the
ultracapacitor reduces peak battery currents. A comparison between the increased battery model
and the battery and ultracapacitor hybrid model would still give a general idea of the reduction of
peak battery currents, but it just would not be as accurate as a comparison with the original
battery model. For these reasons, only the original battery model will be used from now on
instead of the increased battery model.
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Issue with Look Ahead Time for Calculation of Torque Demanded
Upon running the initial simulations, a problem occurred on the NYCC drive schedule
where the vehicle speed truncates at certain times and could not meet the intended drive speed.
Figure 26 shows the intended vehicle speed, and figure 27 shows the speed that the vehicle
actually achieved during the simulation.

Figure 26. Intended Vehicle Speed for NYCC Drive Schedule
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Figure 27. Recorded Vehicle Speed for NYCC Drive Schedule
This result is very interesting, because the NYCC drive schedule was the only cycle that
showed large variance between the intended vehicle speed and actual vehicle speed. Looking
further into this outcome revealed that the root of the problem resided in the torque demanded by
the driver model. The issue is clear because at the exact moment that the vehicle speed is
truncated, the torque demanded blows up to an unrealistic value of almost 600,000 Nm of torque.
Figure 28 shows a graph of torque demanded over the NYCC drive schedule.
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Figure 28. Torque Demanded for NYCC Drive Schedule
The cause of this issue is found within the driver model through inspection into the
subsystem that determines torque demanded.

Figure 29. Subsystem within Driver Model where Torque Demand is Estimated
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The torque demand estimator subsystem is composed of subsystems for determining
torque needed for overcoming aerodynamic and rolling resistance losses, grade, and dynamic
torque. Aerodynamic and rolling resistances losses are negligible, especially at the lower speeds
of the NYCC drive schedule, so the problem is not with these. The grade for all simulations in
this study is zero, so this subsystem has no contribution to overall torque. The only other
subsystem left that determines torque is the dynamic torque. Looking inside this block reveals
the following configuration.

Figure 30. Dynamic Torque Calculation within Torque Demand Estimator
Everything within this subsystem appears to lead to a reasonable estimation of torque except for
the fact that once the torque is calculated, it is divided by an input signal labeled
“TIME_LOOK_AHEAD_VEC” (look ahead time). This signal traces back to an earlier
subsystem within the driver model that is designed to determine the vehicle speed demanded by
the driver.

Figure 31. Determination of Look Ahead Time
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Usually the look ahead time is determined by the MATLAB workspace parameter titled
“drv.ctrl.init.time_look_ahead”. This value changes however depending on the action of the
switch seen in figure 31. The switch block in Simulink acts as a Boolean operator where if the
input signal is determined to be true, then the top signal (in this case a constant of 1000) will be
the output. Otherwise, the bottom signal will be the output. For this case, if the input into the
switch is greater than 0.5, then it will evaluate to true, and 1000 will be the output. The input
signal into the switch is the current vehicle speed, so if the vehicle speed is less than 0.5 mps,
then the constant “drv.ctrl.init.time_anticipate_start”, which is a MATLAB workspace parameter
with a value of 0.01, will be the output. The output from the switch is then evaluated by a
MinMax block, which passes the minimum input value to the output. When a look ahead time of
0.01 is determined, it is sent to the torque estimator block, which divides the dynamic torque
essentially multiplying it by 100. This is what is causing the unrealistically high values for torque
demanded. To summarize, when the vehicle speed is less than 0.5 mps, the look ahead time is set
to 0.01. The torque estimator uses the look ahead time to divide the initial calculated torque. In
this case, since the look ahead time is such a small value, it causes the torque demanded to be an
extremely large. To test a potential fix to this issue, the switch and MinMax blocks are removed
from the model, and the default look ahead time is used for the entirety of the simulation.

Figure 32. Altered Determination of Look Ahead Time
The NYCC drive schedule is simulated again to see if this alteration improved the
achieved vehicle speed.
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Figure 33. New Recorded Vehicle Speed for NYCC Drive Schedule

Figure 34. New Torque Demanded for NYCC Drive Schedule
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This is an improvement over the recorded speed and demanded torque than the original
model achieved; however, there remains one instance of an unusually high torque that causes the
vehicle speed to truncate. Attempts for further improving this result did not prove successful, but
this fix will be implemented because it significantly increases the accuracy of the actual vehicle
speed to the intended vehicle speed for all of the drive schedules. Along with the achieved
vehicle speed, this change affects the battery current as well. Below are graphs of battery current
over the drive cycle to reflect the difference between the model with improved look ahead time
and the model with the original look ahead time method.

Figure 35. Battery Current for Model with Original Look Ahead Time Calculation
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Figure 36. Battery Current for Model with Modified Look Ahead Time
With the original look ahead time calculation, the battery current produces very large
peaks for a short duration. The modified look ahead time model produces similar battery current
peaks, but they are significantly smaller and appear to be a much more realistic result for how a
battery system would respond. Because of the improvements to both achieved vehicle speed and
battery current output, the model with modified look ahead time is selected for the rest of the
simulations in this project.
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Chapter 7
Simulation Results
The simulation results appear in order of drive schedule with the performance of each
individual model configuration. A MATLAB script allows the iterative simulation of each drive
schedule, graphs the necessary plots, and organizes the data by drive schedule and model. These
simulations focus particularly on the difference between the battery currents for the two models,
however it is worth mentioning how the ultracapacitor generally behaves.

Figure 37. Ultracapacitor Current for UDDS
UDDS demands the most out of the ultracapacitor in terms of overall power produced
and consumed (through regeneration). From figure 37, the ultracapacitor rapidly changes from
charging to discharging, which highlights its faster response time compared to that of a battery.
Current also saturates to 225 Amps due to limitations of the ultracapacitor specifications.
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UDDS

Figure 38. Battery Current for Battery Only Hybrid on UDDS

Figure 39. Battery Current for Battery and Ultracapacitor Hybrid on UDDS
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US06 City

Figure 40. Battery Current for Battery Only Hybrid on US06 City

Figure 41. Battery Current for Battery and Ultracapacitor Hybrid on US06 City
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US06 Highway

Figure 42. Battery Current for Battery Only Hybrid on US06 Highway

Figure 43. Battery Current for Battery and Ultracapacitor Hybrid on US06 Highway
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NYCC

Figure 44. Battery Current for Battery Only Hybrid on NYCC

Figure 45. Battery Current for Battery and Ultracapacitor Hybrid on NYCC
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Sine Cycle

Figure 46. Battery Current for Battery Only Hybrid on Sine Cycle

Figure 47. Battery Current for Battery and Ultracapacitor Hybrid on Sine Cycle
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Summary of Results
Table 3. Summary of Results for all Drive Schedules
Drive Schedule

Max Battery Current
Max Battery Current
Percent Reduction of
Battery Hybrid (Amps) Ultracap Hybrid (Amps)
Battery Current
UDDS
114.4
103.7
9.4 %
US06 City
116.8
107.7
7.8 %
US06 Highway
116.5
107.7
7.6 %
NYCC
120
85.49
29.6 %
Sine Cycle
48
30.23
37.0 %
In all of the above simulations, the ultracapacitor significantly regulates battery
performance by reducing the number of transitions between charging and discharging evident in
the oscillations between positive and negative current the battery-only model. When compared to
the battery and ultracapacitor hybrid, the battery-only model produces larger peaks of current
output repeatedly throughout each drive schedule. This is mostly because there is not a
secondary ESS on the battery-only model to assist with sharp accelerations and regenerative
breaking. Three of the drive schedules simulated, UDDS, US06 City, and US06 Highway, appear
minimally affected by the presence of the ultracapacitor. As seen in table 3, the percent reduction
in battery current between the two models is only 9.4%, 7.8%, and 7.6% respectively. Each of
these drive schedules achieve relatively high vehicle speeds, and the limited energy storage of
the ultracapacitor requires the battery to still output a similar amount of power to meet the
demand. On the cycles representing inner city driving however, NYCC and Sine Cycle, the
overall lower speeds allow the ultracapacitor to contribute more power relative to the battery,
which significantly reduces peak battery currents. Battery current peaks are reduced 29.6% and
37.0% for NYCC and Sine Cycle respectively. This suggests that the optimal driving
environment for a battery and ultracapacitor hybrid configuration would be inner city driving,
possibly for public transit.
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Chapter 8
Optimal Ultracapacitor Sizing
Using battery current data from the battery-only model, it is possible to find the minimum
sized ultracapacitor that is still able to deliver enough power to reduce the battery current peaks
seen in the above figures. Integrating the battery current at the largest peak with respect to time
finds the total charge delivered during that interval. Then multiplying the total charge by the
average battery voltage at that time will calculate the energy provided by the battery during that
time. Considering the ultracap must eliminate this battery current peak, its stored energy must
equal the energy provided by the battery during this peak. These calculations will focus on the
battery current data from the NYCC drive schedule because the ultracapacitor has the greatest
benefit in an inner city environment, and NYCC was more demanding on both the battery and
ultracapacitor than Sine Cycle was.

Figure 48. Battery Peak used for Total Charge and Energy Calculations
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The difference between the battery currents from the battery only simulation and the
battery and ultracapacitor simulation will show the reduction in current from the battery and
ultracapacitor model.

Figure 49. Battery only Model minus Battery and Ultracapacitor Model
Figure 49 shows the battery currents from the two simulations subtracted from each other over
the duration of the specific peak highlighted in figure 48. Around 600 seconds, a sharp negative jump
appears which does not exhibit the general trend of the rest of the data. Because of this, a linear
interpolation will be use to estimate the two points at 600 and 601 seconds.

Figure 50. Battery only Model minus Battery and Ultracapacitor Model Interpolated
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The MATLAB built in function trapz() calculates the approximate integral of the above
numerical data with a trapezoidal sum to estimate the total charge over the interval. Integration
reveals that the charge over the interval of interest is 1523.4 coulombs. See Appendix B for
MATLAB code. Charge multiplied by voltage calculates the total energy delivered; for this case,
the average battery voltage over the interval of interest is use (approximately 268 Volts).
1523.4 coulombs ∗ 268 volts = 408.271 kilo Joules

This shows that the ultracapacitor contributes a total energy of 408.271 kJ in the battery and
ultracapacitor hybrid to eliminate the battery current peak from the battery-only simulation. A
minimally sized ultracapacitor must therefore be able to store and deliver at least this much
energy to achieve the desired effect. The following formula represents the energy of a capacitor:
1 2
𝐶𝑉
2
Where C is the capacitance and V is the voltage of the capacitor. Energy storage of a capacitor
depends on the voltage, but the vehicle model used in this study incorporates a DC/DC converter
to boost the capacitor voltage to be equivalent to the battery and motor voltage. The
ultracapacitor used here typically resides around 40 volts. Using this voltage, the minimum
capacitance required is as follows:
1
𝐶 ∗ 402 = 408271
2
𝐶 = 510 Farads
According to the initialization parameters in the vehicle model, the ultracapacitor used in the
simulation is approximately 1543 Farads. This demonstrates that a significantly smaller
ultracapacitor could achieve similar amounts of peak battery current reduction as seen in the
results.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Direction for Future Research
This study began with understanding some inherent problems with batteries in HEVs and
EVs. Namely that the batteries do not typically last the full lifetime of the vehicle and must be
replaced at the cost of the owner. A possible solution introduced for this problem involved
incorporating an ultracapacitor along with the battery system to help meet peak power demands.
Differences between the two ESSs were analyzed, which explained why an ultracapacitor is
better suited than a battery to produce quick bursts of power. The software programs Simulink,
Stateflow, and Autonomie, used to simulate how a battery-only hybrid and an integrated
battery/ultracapacitor hybrid may differ, were introduced to explain their function in this project.
Changes made to the initial model recovered from Autonomie allowed the model to represent a
battery-only vehicle, differing from the default battery and ultracapacitor model. Improvements
made to the driver model enhanced the model’s ability to match the actual vehicle speed to the
speed intended by the drive schedule for the simulation, and improved the results of several
parameters to resemble more realistic outputs.
After explaining the changes made to the model, the performed simulations and results
were shown, which proved that the ultracapacitor does indeed reduce peak battery currents from
the battery-only vehicle. Most importantly, the ultracapacitor had the greatest effect of lowering
peak battery currents at slower vehicle speeds with frequent stops; this resembles a typical inner
city driving environment.
This study concludes by finding the minimally sized ultracapacitor that would still have
the desired effect of reducing peak battery currents as seen in the simulation results. Integrating
the battery current with respect to time finds the total charge delivered, which multiplies by
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battery voltage to calculate total energy delivered. The sizing of the ultracapacitor is such that it
can store at least this much energy.
This study effectively proved and quantified how implementing an ultracapacitor into a
battery electric vehicle would help reduce the peak battery currents. Before commercially
producing a battery and ultracapacitor system, a cost analysis performed would indicate how
long the ultracapacitor must prolong battery lifetime before it is an economical option. Further
research must first be conducted on how these peak currents affect the degradation of the battery.
Typical battery operational lifetime is known, but it is hard to determine how influential these
sharp current peaks are in battery degradation. A simple method to pursue how battery current
peaks affect battery lifetime would be to run many charge and discharge cycles on battery button
cells. These little battery cells are easily fabricated in a lab with a small amount of required
materials, and can be made to reflect multiple battery chemistries. Before collecting test data, the
button cells will have their overall energy capacity and internal resistance measured as a
baseline. To conduct this study, the button cells must by fully charged and then discharged to a
predetermined SOC; they will then be recharged to full, which will count as one full cycle. To
measure the effects of battery current peaks, the battery cells will be subjected to different charge
and discharge cycles. For example, a variety of cells could all be charged and discharged on
constant current cycles that only vary by the C-rate used. Note that C-rate is the amount of
current needed to fully charge or discharge a battery within one hour (C-rate of 2 means fully
charged/discharged in 30 minutes, C-rate of 4 means fully charged/discharged in 15 minutes,
etc). After cycling the cells numerous times, the energy capacity and internal resistance will be
re-measured to determine if any degradation has taken place. If the battery has degraded, it may
show as a decrease in energy capacity, an increase in internal resistance, or both. This would
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reveal how current magnitude to and from the battery affects degradation, but this would not
determine anything about the current peaks. To test this, one or multiple cycles must have
several large peaks, so that it proportionally reflects the battery current peaks seen at times of
acceleration in this paper. Again, the energy capacity and internal resistance of the cells will be
re-measured to determine if degradation has taken place. While time consuming, this method
provides a relatively simple way to quantify the effects of current peaks on battery degradation.
Building off the study in this paper, an ultracapacitor system implemented into a real
vehicle and tested on real drive cycles would further confirm that ultracapacitors are effective in
real world usage for reducing peak battery currents as well as validate the model used in this
study. If the vehicle can be tested for an extended amount of time, to the point where the battery
has started to degrade, then this would also help reveal more information on how these batteries
degrade. One interesting point to mention is that the peak power of a battery reduces as it begins
to degrade. Drivers of HEVs and EVs typically notice this when they try to accelerate to a certain
speed, but the battery lacks the power required to reach that speed. An onboard ultracapacitor
may be able to provide enough power to help the acceleration so that the driver can reach the
demanded speed. In this case, even though the battery has already degraded, the presence of the
ultracapacitor actually extends the battery’s operational life because the driving performance is
still acceptable. This creates another area for potential future work to determine how long an
ultracapacitor can extend the operation of an “already degraded” battery so that the vehicle still
performs well. An experiment could be conducted very similar to the one in this paper, where a
vehicle model with an already degraded battery is simulated along with another vehicle model
with the same battery but also an ultracapacitor. Vehicle performance, such as 0 to 60 mph time,
peak power output, and ability to meet and maintain a specified drive schedule will be compared
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between the two models to see if the ultracapacitor improves vehicle performance enough to
justify the use of an already degraded battery.
The end goal is to have an HEV or EV configuration in which the battery lasts for the
entire lifetime of the vehicle so the owner never has to worry about the expensive replacement
cost. This would increase demand for these vehicles and help our advancement towards pollution
free transportation.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Code for Automated Simulations
date = 'jan_24';
%Battery Hybrid = 1
%Battery Hybrid with original battery specs = 2
%Battery and Ultracap Hybrid = 3
for j = 1:3
which_model = j;
if which_model ==1
par = 'paramaters_battery_run';
load(par);
end
if which_model == 2
par = 'paramaters_battery_run_samebattery';
load(par);
end
if which_model == 3
par = 'paramaters_battery_ultracap_run';
load(par);
end
%Drive Cylce Select
%UDDS = 1
%US06 city = 2;
%US06 highway = 3;
%NYCC = 4
%Sin Cycle = 5;
for i = 1:5
which_drive_cylce = i; % selects which drive cycle to run

if which_drive_cylce == 1
sch_cycle = UDDS;
simulation.setup.gbl_stop_time = length(sch_cycle);
cycle_name = '-UDDS-';
end
if which_drive_cylce == 2
sch_cycle = US06_city;
simulation.setup.gbl_stop_time = length(sch_cycle);
cycle_name = '-US06 City-';
end
if which_drive_cylce == 3
sch_cycle = US06_HWY;
simulation.setup.gbl_stop_time = length(sch_cycle);
cycle_name = '-US06 Highway-';
end
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if which_drive_cylce == 4
sch_cycle = NYCC;
simulation.setup.gbl_stop_time = length(sch_cycle);
cycle_name = '-NYCC-';
end
if which_drive_cylce == 5
sch_cycle = Sin_Cycle;
simulation.setup.gbl_stop_time = length(sch_cycle);
cycle_name = '-Sin Cycle-';
end
if which_model == 1
disp('Battery Hybrid Model is Simulating...');
sim sl_Battery.slx
graph_title = '(Battery Hybrid with Increased Battery)';
end
if which_model == 2
disp('Battery Hybrid Model (orig) is Simulating...');
sim sl_Battery.slx
graph_title = '(Battery Hybrid with Original Battery)';
end
if which_model == 3
disp('Battery/Ultracap Hybrid Model is Simulating...');
sim sl_BatteryAndUltracap.slx
graph_title = '(Battery and Ultracap Hybrid)';
end

%Drive Cycle Speed
figure
plot(chas_plant_lin_spd_out_simu);
title(strcat('Drive Cycle Speed ',graph_title,cycle_name));
xlabel('time');
ylabel('Speed (m/s)');
print(strcat('Drive Cycle Speed ',graph_title,cycle_name),'-djpeg','r300');
%intended Drive Cycle
figure
plot(sch_cycle(1:end,1),sch_cycle(1:end,2))
xlabel('time (s)');
ylabel('Speed (m/s)');
title(strcat('Intended Drice Cycle Speed ',graph_title,cycle_name));
print(strcat('Intended Drice Cycle Speed ',graph_title,cycle_name),'djpeg','-r300');
%Current from Cap and Battery
figure
plot(ess2_plant_curr_out_simu);
xlabel('time (s)');
ylabel('Current (Amps)');
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title(strcat('Ultracapacitor Current Out ',graph_title,cycle_name));
print(strcat('Ultracapacitor Current Out ',graph_title,cycle_name),'djpeg','-r300');
figure
plot(ess_plant_curr_out_simu);
xlabel('time (s)');
ylabel('Current (Amps)');
title(strcat('Battery Current Out ',graph_title,cycle_name));
print(strcat('Battery Current Out ',graph_title,cycle_name),'-djpeg','r300');
%Fuel Consmption (eng_plant_fuel_cum_simu)
figure
plot(eng_plant_fuel_cum_simu);
xlabel('time (s)');
ylabel('Fuel Consumption (Liters)');
title(strcat('Cumulative Fuel Consumption ',graph_title,cycle_name));
print(strcat('Cumulative Fuel Consumption ',graph_title,cycle_name),'djpeg','-r300');
save(strcat('Results_',graph_title,cycle_name,date));

end
end
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Appendix B
MATLAB Numerical Integration of Current vs Time

current = [0.15484217
4.08083876
8.855183023
10.01864016
10.20846483
10.14086351
9.983383102
12.7551546
13.59422328
13.34056032
16.20418191
24.44735
34.69052
43.9336858
46.43703591
45.34629971
44.71298423
43.67442139
41.86100922
39.8061361
37.14961948
36.0377304
33.82452749
32.3294104
31.36776679
30.94520732
30.62100261
30.97166157
31.07873694
27.86203313
27.67929517
30.25592921
32.94260008
33.83610083
34.29989145
34.62329145
34.89135919
37.05683829
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59.71645107
31.22289342
24.74255311
23.12249699
30.73474535
39.30409628
38.61805344
38.10291477
37.60506701
36.88133597
35.02438437
33.20383517
31.54820196
3.186648924];
charge = trapz(current)

charge = 1.5234e+03
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